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ABSTRACT: This contribution discusses the chemical stability of methylammonium
(MA) halide perovskites (MAPbI3, MAPbBr3, and MAPbCl3); it considers degradation
processes relevant for devices (vs T, O2, H2O, voltage, illumination) by outlining their
thermodynamic constraints and linking them to experimental observations. Thermody-
namic considerations indicate that degradation under O2 is highly favored, albeit in
principle preventable by encapsulation. The same is true for H2O exposure. Intrinsic
degradation is unavoidable in devices, and under real conditions, it can be thermodynami-
cally favored, as is the case for photodecomposition. The Gibbs energies of the
decomposition reactions show strong dependences on the A-cation (decomposition vs T),
on the halide (vs illumination), or on both (vs O2, H2O). The stability trends vs
composition change with degradation pathway, but MAPbI3 often appears as the most
unstable. These serious stability issues appear to have no master solution, though some
approaches (e.g., encapsulation, exploiting lower dimensionality, and alternative contact
phases) have so far shown promise.

Hybrid halide perovskites have received a great deal of
attention due to their exceptional photoelectrochem-
ical properties and appealingly simple solution-based

synthesis. These properties allow for low-temperature
fabrication of high-efficiency photovoltaic devices, whereby
the hybrid perovskite is used as the light-harvesting element.
Notwithstanding the promising efficiencies, the presence of
severe degradation phenomena in these materials poses a
serious limitation to commercialization, and this is widely
recognized as a major shortcoming. These decomposition
processes can be induced by temperature,1−9 by high-intensity
light,9−16 as well as by exposure to oxygen17−26 and/or
water.3,27−33 Despite its fundamental significance, only a
handful of studies have tried to understand the underlying
thermodynamics of these materials.7,34,35 Unfortunately, even
these few studies are not in accordance with each other.
Regarding the intrinsic stability of methylammonium lead
iodide, they even lead to qualitatively different conclusions.
Recent attempts have also been made to reconcile incongruous
results.36,37 A clear understanding of the phase energetics (and
degradation kinetics) of these materials is absolutely essential
before proceeding with their study as it will reveal their
suitability for practical applications.
In this contribution, we discuss the intrinsic (vs temper-

ature) stability of methylammonium (MA)-based hybrid halide
perovskites (MAPbX3, with X = I, Br, Cl) as well as their
extrinsic stabilities (vs oxygen, water, contact phases, and
voltage) and stability with respect to illumination (photo-
degradation processes). Our discussion is largely based on

thermodynamic considerations, but degradation kinetics will
also be addressed. Attention will also be devoted to the
thermodynamic stability of mixtures (mixed A-cation or mixed
halide formulations) as these represent the state of the art
materials for solar cell applications.
As the focus of our discussion is material (not device)

stability and due to the lack of thermodynamic information on
some of the above degradation mechanisms, we will
exhaustively treat intrinsic degradation, oxygen- and voltage-
induced decomposition processes, as well as mixture
thermodynamics. For the purpose of completeness, other
degradation processes that are due to water, contact phases,
and light will not be considered in detail. Rather, we will tackle
them only briefly and qualitatively and largely rely on reference
to more detailed treatments in the literature.
Intrinsic Stability at Room Temperature. As already stated in

the introduction, previous thermodynamic studies7,34,35 only
partially agree on the formation enthalpies for MAPbX3 (values
with respect to the elemental components are collected in the
Supporting Information Table S1). As shown in Table 1, for
MAPbI3, these values diverge to the point of describing a
thermodynamically stable7,35 or unstable34 material with
respect to its solid halide precursors PbI2 and MAI (assuming
all compounds involved to be in their standard state and at
room temperature).
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It is important to stress that the claim of intrinsic instability
contradicts various experimental observations. First, MAPbI3
can be easily synthesized mechanochemically by mixing solid
PbI2 and MAI in a mortar.39−41 While this approach can
introduce a certain amount of energy into the system, we
observe a similar behavior under milder conditions by weakly
rubbing the surfaces of MAI and PbI2 pellets against one
another. As shown in Figure 1a, this causes an instantaneous

and significant perovskite phase formation. Second, PbI2 and
MAI react in the solid state (even at room temperature) simply
by allowing them to come into contact. As shown in Figure 1b,
by contacting MAI and PbI2 pellets with a light spring force
(carefully avoiding scratching during the assembly), formation
of the black perovskite phase (at the expense of PbI2) is
observed after several hours. In addition, by simply mixing the
precursor powders (delicately rolling a bottle for a few
seconds) and then letting them rest, a significant darkening of
the mixture can be observed after several minutes already at
room temperature. Lastly, a widely used synthetic approach to
obtain MAPbI3 powders consists of dissolving the precursors
in a polar aprotic solvent and subsequently removing the
solvent.42,43 Even at room temperature, a substantial amount of
perovskite phase can be obtained by this method. All of the
above experimental evidence agree with MAPbI3 having a
negative Gibbs energy of formation.
Importantly, calorimetric methods used to characterize the

phase energetics of hybrid perovskites34,35 measure the heat of

dissolution of the single precursors (PbX2 and MAX) and
compare it with the dissolution of the final product (MAPbX3)
in the same solvent. An important assumption of such studies
is that the partial molar energy of the solvated Pb ions is not
influenced by the presence of the solvated methylammonium
ions and vice versa. It is however known that for PbI2 and MAI
appreciable co-dissolution effects exist.44 Such interactions can
even lead to the formation of solid-state adducts, which also
involve solvent molecules; these have been elucidated in the
case of DMSO45,46 and DMF.47,48 The above considerations
are likely to hold for other halide perovskites due to the similar
chemistry, and therefore it follows that calorimetric measure-
ments cannot be properly applied to these materials without
taking into account all of the solvent−precursor and
precursor−precursor interactions. We note that the above
adducts would result in a calorimetric measurement that
overestimates the enthalpy of formation of the perovskite
phase. On the basis of these considerations, we suggest that the
discrepancy between the experimental data of Nagabhushana
et al.34 and that of Ivanov et al.35 may be due to the different
solvents used, which are HCl and DMSO, respectively. In HCl,
complications may also be given by residual solvent from the
synthesis (of MAPbX3 or MAX) reacting with the acid or even
by degradation of the MAX compounds in acidic environ-
ments. Indeed, when dissolving MAI in concentrated HCl (or
any other acid), one observes a significant, light-dependent
darkening of the solution over a couple hours (see the
Supporting Information) due to the oxidation of iodide, which
involves the acidic environment (4I− + O2 + 4H+ ⇌ 2I2 +
2H2O). On the other hand, the data of Ivanov et al.35 are in
reasonable agreement with the ones reported by Brunetti et al.7

using Knudsen effusion mass spectroscopy (no solvents
involved) and also with DFT calculations,6 despite the
expected overestimation of the formation enthalpy in DMSO
(which may be rather small). Thus, we chose to use their
formation enthalpy values for hybrid halide perovskites to draw
further conclusions on intrinsic and extrinsic degradation
processes.
Intrinsic Stability at Elevated Temperatures. Having treated

the intrinsic phase stability at room temperature, we now
discuss the stability at elevated temperatures. In order to
identify the thermodynamically dominant decomposition
pathway, we consider three relevant reactions:

+FCH NH PbX CH NH X PbX3 3 3 3 3 2 (1)

+ +FCH NH PbX CH NH HX PbX3 3 3 3 2 2 (2)

+ +FCH NH PbX CH X NH PbX3 3 3 3 3 2 (3)

Equation 1 is the degradation of CH3NH3PbX3 into the solid
halide precursors. Equation 2 differs from eq 1 by adding the
dissociation of CH3NH3X in CH3NH2 and HX, while eq 3
differs by considering CH3NH3X breaking into NH3 and
CH3X. Figure 2 shows the formation energies of CH3NH3PbX3
for these different pathways as a function of temperature
(stability trends of the different pathways as a function of the
halide are given in Figure S3). Note that we give here standard
formation free energies (ΔfG

0), i.e., free energy changes that
refer to the above degradation reactions taken in reverse (from
right to left). Such values are obtained by assuming equilibrium
systems and all compounds involved to be in their standard
state (i.e., gaseous components’ partial pressures of 1 bar). The
comparison between different thermodynamic data for halide

Table 1. Enthalpy, Entropy, and Gibbs Energy of Formation
of MAPbX3 with Respect to Their Halide Precursors (MAX
+ PbX2), Calculated at T = 298 K and Assuming All
Compounds in Their Standard Statea

compound ΔfH
0/kJ·mol−1 ΔfS

0/J·mol−1·K−1 ΔfG
0/kJ·mol−1

MAPbI3 0.57 39.5 −11.3
34.534 22.8
4.535 −7.2

MAPbBr3 −2.07 38.6 −13.5
6.734 −3.5

−6.735 −17.0
MAPbCl3 −2.87 38.9 −14.4

−9.034 −20.6
−4.535 −16.0

aEntropy values were calculated using tabulated data, in conjunction
with halide perovskite values found in ref 38.

Figure 1. Phase formation experiments with MAI (white) and PbI2
(dark yellow) pellets. (a) Pellets are rubbed against one another in
a circular fashion (top panel) or in an X-shape (bottom). The
black phase is MAPbI3. (b) Pellets are delicately stacked and
lightly spring pressed for several hours under an inert atmosphere
and in the dark. After disassembling the stack, formation of the
perovskite phase at the expense of the PbI2 pellet is revealed.
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perovskites is given in Tables 1−3. As ΔfS
0 of eq 1 is positive,

it is clear that eq 1 describes an entropically stabilized process,

and as such formation becomes more favorable at higher
temperatures (correspondingly, degradation through this path
is less favored upon heating). This conforms to the absence of
experimental observation on the demixing of halide perovskites
into solid halide precursors.
More interestingly, as shown in Figure 2, eqs 2 and 3 have

formation energies that increase with temperature; thus, it is
possible to predict degradation at T ≈ 750−800 K if assuming
all gaseous components to be in the standard state (i.e., to have
a partial pressure of 1 bar). Under this assumption, there is
only a minor difference between the energetics of eqs 2 and 3,
with the latter being slightly energetically favored as a
degradation pathway (especially for CH3NH3PbI3). Nonethe-
less, the situation is expected to drastically change under real

conditions due to several gaseous degradation products (e.g.,
CH3NH2, HX, NH3) lacking a perceptible partial pressure in a
common laboratory environment. Owing to this, we expect
both eqs 2 and 3 to be relevant degradation pathways at much
lower temperatures under real conditions. In this respect, we
note that lowering the partial pressure of one of the gaseous
components by 1 order of magnitude results in an increase of
Gibbs formation energy of 5.7 kJ/mol at 298 K (higher
temperatures yield even higher values). As such, partial
pressures of CH3NH2 and HX (or of CH3X and NH3) on
the order of 10−11 bar (which are not unrealistic) would be
sufficient to turn the formation energy of MAPbX3 according
to eq 2 (or to eq 3) into a positive value at room temperature.
Moreover, as also noted elsewhere,36 despite the involved
energy gain, it is reasonable to expect that the breaking of a C−
N bond (as formulated by eq 3) will be kinetically hindered at
low temperatures, making eq 2 a more viable decomposition

Figure 2. Comparison of the three degradation pathways for (a) CH3NH3PbI3, (b) CH3NH3PbBr3, and (c) CH3NH3PbCl3. Data represent
free formation energies assuming all gaseous components in the standard state (partial pressure = 1 bar). Thermodynamic data for halide
perovskites were taken from ref 35.

Table 2. Enthalpy, Entropy, and Gibbs Energy of Formation
of MAPbX3 with Respect to Methylamine and Hydrogen
Halides (CH3NH2 + HX + PbI2), Calculated at T = 298 K
and Assuming All Compounds in Their Standard Statea

compound ΔfH
0/kJ·mol−1 ΔfS

0/J·mol−1·K−1 ΔfG
0/kJ·mol−1

MAPbI3 −204.21 −250.7 −129.5
−170.12 −95.4
−200.13 −125.4

MAPbBr3 −202.11 −253.8 −126.4
−192.12 −116.4
−205.63 −129.9

MAPbCl3 −186.31 −252.3 −111.0
−192.52 −117.2
−188.03 −112.7

aEntropy values were calculated using tabulated data, in conjunction
with halide perovskite values found in ref 38.

Table 3. Enthalpy, Entropy, and Gibbs Energy of Formation
of MAPbX3 with Respect to Methyl Halides and Ammonia
(CH3X + NH3 + PbI2), Calculated at T = 298 K and
Assuming All Compounds in Their Standard Statea

compound ΔfH
0/kJ·mol−1 ΔfS

0/J·mol−1·K−1 ΔfG
0/kJ·mol−1

MAPbI3 −140.71 −156.8 −94.0
−106.62 −59.9
−136.63 −89.9

MAPbBr3 −179.61 −251.4 −104.6
−169.62 −94.7
−183.13 −108.1

MAPbCl3 −173.31 −249.9 −98.8
−179.52 −105.0
−175.03 −100.4

aEntropy values were calculated using tabulated data, in conjunction
with halide perovskite values found in ref 38.
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pathway. Indeed, this reaction has been experimentally
observed.1,5 Nonetheless, when decomposing halide perov-
skites at higher temperatures (or under catalytic conditions),
where the kinetics of C−N bond breaking is not limiting, a
decomposition through eq 3 can instead be detected,49 as
thermodynamically expected. In this respect, the main
difference between the experimental observations of the
reactions of eqs 2 and 3 (refs 1, 5, and 49, respectively) as
dominant degradation pathways may arise from different
experimental conditions, in particular heating rate, vacuum
pressure, oxygen content (see next section), microstructural
features, and presence of residual solvents from the synthesis
step. This hypothesis was also proposed elsewhere.50 The
above conclusions hold for all three hybrid halide perovskites,
as shown in Figure 2, the only point of interest being that the
energetic disparity between the degradation according to eqs 2
and 3 becomes even smaller when going from I to Br to Cl.
In general, the intrinsic instability with respect to temper-

ature is primarily related to the organic cation of the hybrid
perovskite structure (as evidenced by the small difference in
the degradation energy between the three halides). As such, it
is reasonable to expect that both eqs 2 and 3 could be
drastically different for different A-cations. Owing to a lower
tendency toward deprotonation,51 we would, for example,
expect formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) to show a higher
stability with respect to MAPbI3 (especially toward eq 2). This
is indeed experimentally observed.10,52 Unfortunately, no
further conclusions can be drawn due to the lack of
thermodynamic data on FAPbI3.

Extrinsic Stability vs O2. More effective decomposition
processes involve the reaction with extrinsic components
such as O2, H2O, or contact phases. Considering the stability
with respect to O2, it is straightforward to consider a
formation/decomposition reaction of the form

+

+ + +F

CH NH PbX
1
4

O

1
2

H O
1
2

X CH NH PbX

3 3 3 2

2 2 3 2 2 (4)

According to eq 4, O2 deprotonates CH3NH3
+, and yields

methylamine, water, and halide molecules. This reaction was
also suggested elsewhere.17 The relevance of eq 4 can be
deduced as follows: the decomposition of MAPbX3 via eq 2 is
endergonic (ΔfG

0 > 0) as it is the decomposition involving H2
and X2 as products instead of HX (HI has only a very small
ΔfG

0 of 1.5 kJ/mol with respect to H2 and I2). The coupling of
H2 with O2 to form water though, as expressed by eq 4,
provides a strong driving force toward degradation. We note
that in the case of MAPbI3 oxygen can also react with PbI2 and
form PbO, with a further (but small) energy gain toward
decomposition (PbBr2 and PbCl2 are instead stable against
O2). The formation of PbO, however, was never exper-
imentally observed, obviously due to kinetic considerations,
and as such we do not consider it. Similarly, the oxygenation of
CH3NH2, even though exergonic, is not expected to occur for

kinetic reasons. Using tabulated data, we calculate the
energetics of eq 4 (Table 4). It is clear that the situation is

particularly severe for MAPbI3, where the oxygen presence
yields ΔfG

0 values that are barely negative (−5.2 kJ/mol),
indicating only slight stability. Notably, MAPbI3 appears only
weakly destabilized by oxygen when comparing its energetics
with respect to its halide precursors (compare Tables 1 and 4).
Recall that these considerations are made by assuming that

all compounds participating in the reaction are in their
standard state. Under real conditions, this assumption will hold
for eq 1 (as it only involves solids) but clearly not for eq 4 due
to the participation of gaseous components. We expect
therefore that, under real conditions, eq 4 will be much
more efficient in degrading MAPbI3 than eq 1, and that this
conclusion will be even more relevant for temperatures higher
than room temperature (as eq 1 is entropically stabilized).
Indeed, when using a very conservative estimate for the partial
pressure of the gaseous compound participating in eq 4 that is
found in, e.g., laboratory air, we find that MAPbI3 is expected
to be highly unstable under 0.1 bar of oxygen at room
temperature (ΔfG

real(298 K) = +47.9 kJ/mol; see the
Supporting Information for details). MAPbBr3 shows negative
formation energies (Table 4), even though the values are
rather close to 0. On the contrary, MAPbCl3 shows a decent
thermodynamic stability. To make MAPbI3 even slightly stable
under the considered conditions, one would need to lower the
oxygen partial pressure to at least 10−34 bar. Note that the
P(X2) and P(CH3NH2) chosen for the ΔfG

real calculations
(=10−7 bar) are likely to be much lower in laboratory air,
especially under a dynamic gas flow, making the degradation
under oxygen even more severe. As an example, the
atmospheric iodine concentration (which is the sum of I2,
IO, IO2, etc.) is often found around a few ppt (10−12 bar) on
the mainland and around 10−100 ppt in coastal air.53,54 In
addition, according to eq 4, we would expect that the halide
partial pressure would counteract the oxygen exposure by
reducing the tendency for degradation. Indeed, this has been
experimentally observed for MAPbI3 in the form of a slower
degradation kinetics.55 For completeness, and also to provide a
more accurate description of the stability under different
conditions, we also calculate the Gibbs energy of formation of
MAPbX3 according to eq 4 as a function of P(O2) and T and

The intrinsic instability with respect to
temperature is primarily related to the
organic cation of the hybrid perovskite
structure.

Table 4. Enthalpy, Entropy, and Gibbs Energy of Formation
of MAPbX3 with Oxygen (eq 4)a

compound
ΔfH

0/
kJ·mol−1

ΔfS
0/

J·mol−1·K−1
ΔfG

0/
kJ·mol−1

ΔfG
real/

kJ·mol−1

MAPbI3 −34.87 −85.4 −9.3 +43.8
−0.734 +24.8 +77.9
−30.735 −5.2 +47.9

MAPbBr3 −95.57 −115.0 −61.2 0.0
−85.534 −51.2 +10.0
−99.035 −64.7 −3.5

MAPbCl3 −135.77 −160.7 −87.8 −25.0
−141.934 −94.0 −31.3
−137.435 −89.5 −26.7

aStandard values were calculated at T = 298 K and assuming all
compounds in their standard state. ΔfG

real values were calculated at
298 K, considering P(X2) = P(CH3NH2) = 10−7 bar, P(H2O) = 10−3

bar (∼3% RH), and P(O2) = 0.1 bar. Entropy values were calculated
using tabulated data, in conjunction with halide perovskite values
found in ref 38.
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P(O2) and P(X2). The resulting contour plots are given in
Figure 3, where the stability trends discussed above are more
clearly visible.

The extrinsic degradation under oxygen targets both the
organic cation and the halide ions (Table 4). Moving from
MAPbI3 to MAPbBr3 (or MAPbCl3) increases stability. In
addition, different A-cations with a lower tendency toward
deprotonation may offer a strategy for improving the
compound stability. As an example, FA-containing perovskites

seem to show a reduced−but still present−tendency for
degradation under oxygen.55 The impact of this degradation
process on solar cells is treated in detail elsewere.56−58

Extrinsic Stability vs H2O. Water-induced decomposition was
the first degradation process to be studied for methylammo-
nium halide perovskites.27 It has been shown that liquid water
can induce leaching of MA cations out of the structure as H2O
efficiently dissolves MAX while leaving PbX2 intact.6,27 A
similar process takes place under high relative humidity. This is
expected as the solubility of MAX is high and the solubility
product of PbX2 is rather small. As such, the low Gibbs energy
of formation of MAPbX3 with respect to MAX and PbX2 is
easily overcome by the dissolution enthalpy of MAX. Notably,
as shown in Figure 4, at low relative humidity, the halide
perovskite structure can instead undergo a reversible

Figure 3. Stability of MAPbX3 according to eq 4 as a function of oxygen and halogen partial pressure (left column, calculated at 298 K, with
P(CH3NH2) = 10−7 bar and P(H2O) = 10−3 bar) and oxygen partial pressure and temperature (right column, calculated assuming P(X2) =
P(CH3NH2) = 10−7 bar and P(H2O) = 10−3 bar). Data for (a,b) MAPbI3 (blue plots), (c,d) MAPbBr3 (green plots), and (e,f) MAPbCl3 (red
plots). The yellow plane is used to highlight the stability (above plane) and instability (below plane) regions of the plot.

MAPbI3 is expected to be highly
unstable under 0.1 bar of oxygen at
room temperature.
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hydration.28 While we have no thermodynamic data for this
reaction, it is reasonable to assume that the extrinsic
degradation under water is mainly dominated by the ease of
dissolution of MAX (or FAX). As such, none of the presently
used halides or A-cations (including cesium) are expected to
provide significantly better stability against water or moisture.
For the readers that are more interested in this degradation
mechanism and on its consequence on solar cell stability, we
refer to the literature.27,29,30,58−61

Stability under Voltage. For mixed ionic−electronic con-
ductors (such as halide perovskites), an important source of

instability can be voltage applied by electrodes that block the
ions. In such conditions, the voltage induces in the steady state
a difference in the chemical potential of the components that
can exceed the material stability limit. This limit is determined
by the decomposition voltage (proportional to the Gibbs
energy of the decomposition reaction) and not by the field. For
halide perovskites, the halogen is the predominantly mobile
species; thus, its chemical potential (μX = μ̃X− − μ̃e) is the most
relevant parameter. Applying a voltage will thus induce a
variation of μX according to USteady State = −ΔμX/F (Δμ̃X− = 0
due to ion-blocking electrodes). For more details, the reader is
referred to ref 62. Taking as an example the decomposition
pathway given in eq 2, voltages of 1.3, 1.3, and 1.2 V are
sufficient to degrade MAPbI3, MAPbBr3, and MAPbCl3,
respectively, even assuming all compounds involved in their
standard state and at room temperature (see Table 2).
Applying higher voltages (2.7 V for MAPbI3, 4.3 V for
MAPbBr3, 5.1 V for MAPbCl3) would be even enough to
decompose these materials into their elemental components
(see Table S1). Considering A-cation or halide mixtures
(discussed below), a much lower voltage would be sufficient to
overcome the mixing entropy and induce demixing. Under the
above bias conditions, degradation will take place, starting
from the electrode interfaces. We note that in several reported
experiments on halide perovskites voltages are applied that are
often in the range of 10−100 V and as such greatly above the
thermodynamically expected decomposition voltages. In halide
perovskites, the kinetics of the processes involved in the
decomposition is expected to be rather quick (see below for a
more detailed discussion on degradation kinetics). A
metastable situationas can be the case for materials with

very low ionic conductivities or surface exchange ratesis
therefore not expected.
Stability under Illumination. A different−but highly rele-

vant−source of instability is represented by illumination. There
are numerous literature reports on photoinduced instability in
methylammonium lead halides,9−15 albeit the atomistic process
is still unclear. One possible photodegradation mechanism,
proposed by our group,63 is based on the enhanced chemical
potential of the halogen X generated by illumination, which is
connected with the photoinduced ion conduction enhance-
ment observed for MAPbI3. Specifically, we proposed that by
self-trapping photogenerated electron holes iodine ions could
be neutralized and subsequently displaced from regular lattice
sites, formingat least partiallymobile iodine vacancies.
This formation of neutral iodine atoms effectively enhances the
iodine chemical potential inside of the material, and this can
act as the driving force for an iodine flux directed to the outer
gas phase or to a sink (Figure 5a). If the halogen is allowed to
leave, the equilibrium stoichiometric window may be exceeded
and an irreversible degradation will take place (Figure 5b).

According to the above mechanism, the extrinsic degrada-
tion upon illumination targets primarily the iodide ions. As this

Figure 4. Representation of the reversible hydration taking place in CH3NH3PbI3 crystals. Two separate phases are identified by XRD.28

Adapted with permission from ref 28.

For mixed ionic−electronic conductors
(such as halide perovskites), an impor-
tant source of instability can be voltage
applied by electrodes that block the
ions.

Figure 5. Mechanism for photoinduced instability in MAPbI3. (a)
After enhancing the iodine chemical potential inside of MAPbI3 by
light, an iodine flux directed to the outer gas phase (or any sink)
will take place. The driving force for this process is the
photogenerated difference in chemical potential between the
material and the sink (μI* − μI,s), which were originally in
equilibrium (μI,s = μI,d). (b) The same process can be represented
in the phase diagram as a photogenerated stoichiometry change
that exceeds the stable compositional window accessible by the
material. Figure taken from ref 63.

One possible photodegradation mech-
anism is based on the enhanced
chemical potential of the halogen X
generated by illumination.
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decomposition mechanism is necessarily present under device
operating conditions, it may be necessary to consider different
halides (Br or Cl) for which the light effects may not be as
strong due to the different chemistry. This process takes place
simultaneously as the oxygen degradation under an O2-rich
atmosphere and therefore may be overshadowed by the much
stronger oxygen decomposition. Nonetheless, photodecompo-
sition is expected to be relevant even under an inert
atmosphere, as long as an exchange of iodine from MAPI to
a sink is not kinetically too sluggish.
Extrinsic Stability vs Hole/Electron Transport Materials. A

further important source of instability is the reactivity of the
halide perovskite with the phases used as electron or hole
transport materials in photovoltaic or optoelectronic devices.
Thermodynamically, the stability limit in these conditions is
set by the reaction channel with the lowest (most negative)
Gibbs energy change. As devices are not in the focus of this
contribution and due to the lack of thermodynamic
information, we will only mention these aspects briefly for
completeness sake. For example, in typical perovskite solar
cells, mesoporous TiO2 is used as the electron transport
material, while organic compounds (spiro-OMeTAD, PTAA,
P3HT, PEDOT:PSS, etc.) are used as hole transport materials.
TiO2 is known to cause device instability due to its
photoactivity under UV irradiation and the presence of trap
states,64 but it is unclear if it has a direct impact on the
degradation of the halide perovskite layer itself. Instead, and
more importantly, organic hole transport materials are often
either doped with lithium salts (spiro-OMeTAD, PTAA) or
naturally hygroscopic (PEDOT:PSS), and as such, they
incorporate harmful moisture that decomposes the halide
perovskite layer.65 Another possible source of instability may
come directly from the intercalation of Li ions into the

perovskite bulk.66 Lastly, these phases may have the ability to
dissolve the perovskite components as a consequence of
perovskite degradation or simply upon contact. A notable
example is the incorporation of iodine coming from MAPbI3
into the hole transport material (as a consequence of aging or
of oxygen exposure),56,67−70 which may irreversibly affect its
transport properties and thus device performance. We refer the
interested readers to the literature for a more detailed account
of these processes, in particular as far as solar cell stability
issues are concerned.57,58,71−73

Degradation Kinetics. So far, a clear thermodynamic picture
was developed for the above decomposition mechanisms,
which is consistent with experimental observations. Nonethe-
less, under real conditions, degradation kinetics is decisive for
the material’s effective stability. The rate-determining step may
differ for the various decomposition modes, and it may involve
bulk diffusion of species, surface exchange processes, and even
higher dimensional defects. Owing to the lack of detailed
information on most of the above-mentioned decomposition
processes and to the complexity of chemical reaction kinetics,
these aspects will be dealt with on a rather general level.
Bulk diffusion of ionic species is known to be of relevance

for the kinetics of incorporation/dissolution of species in the
solid state. Of equal importance is the surface reaction, which
represents the first/last step in an incorporation/dissolution
process. A more extensive treatment of these aspects is given
elsewhere.62,74 Here we just underline that halide perovskites
have been extensively shown to be anion conductors,75−78 with
substantial diffusion coefficients even at room temperature. In
addition, in methylammonium-based perovskites, percepti-
blealbeit rather smallmethylammonium diffusion is also
observable.79 As these materials are mixed conductors, effective
motion of the respective neutral components is feasible. Such

Figure 6. (a,b) Degradation study of MAPbI3 monitored by UV−vis absorption measurements, where a thin film sample is kept under pure
oxygen flow at 333 K. In the dark, no degradation is observed after 1 week, while under 4.6 mW/cm2 of illumination, a complete
decomposition takes place in less than 40 h. (c,d) 18O incorporation experiment, where MAPbI3 thin films are exposed to 18O2 at 333 K and
under different light intensities. (c) Diffusion profiles (the inset is a magnification of the dark profile) and (d) corresponding extracted
incorporation parameters. Figure adapted from ref 55. Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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diffusion processes are involved in the formation kinetics of
halide perovskites from their solid precursors (e.g., mechano-
synthesis)39−41 but also in postsynthetic treatments such as
halide80 or organic cation81 exchanges. Assuming the bulk
ionic diffusion (of I− or MA+) to be the rate-determining step
in the degradation kinetics, this appears sufficiently quick to
provide no serious kinetic barrier for the degradation of
methylammonium-based halide perovskites, at least in the
temperature range of device operation. More detailed
considerations are given in the Supporting Information.
Surface reaction kinetics has been shown to be of particular

relevance for the oxygen interaction with halide perovskites.55

As shown in Figure 6a, despite a strong thermodynamic driving
force toward decomposition (see above, e.g., Table 4), MAPbI3
does not degrade under oxygen if kept in the dark. Oppositely,
under even moderate light intensities (Figure 6b), a swift
degradation is observed, indicating a significant light effect on
the interaction kinetics. Consistently, experimental evidence
shows that the effects of oxygen exposure (e.g., photo-
luminescence enhancement, oxygen doping) strongly differ
with or without illumination.17,55,82

Indeed, direct experimental evidence of such an effect can be
obtained by 18O incorporation experiments,55 where one
observes a light-dependent quantity of oxygen being
incorporated in MAPbI3 (Figure 6c,d). An in-depth analysis
reveals that the kinetics of the surface reaction is greatly
accelerated by light. The effect is so significant that in the dark
the oxygen interaction is blocked by the surface and the
material does not incorporate any significant amount of
oxygen, remaining metastable.55 This surface-blocking behav-
ior is not encountered when considering I2 exchange;

55,83 this
difference in the exchange kinetics can be ascribed to the
different energies involved in the bond breaking of the O2 and
I2 gaseous molecules. The kinetic hindrance involving the O2
interaction, while seemingly strong, is removed by light and
thus cannot be exploited in devices under operation.
Stability of Anionic and Cationic Mixtures. So far, the focus

was on hybrid halide perovskites of simple ternary
composition, but these compounds can be also synthesized
with a mixture of ions on the A-site or on the X-site. As these
mixtures represent the state of the art in terms of photovoltaic
performances, we will also address them here briefly. It is of
course expected that the free energy of mixing would stabilize
the mixtures (cationic and/or anionic) with respect to all
above decomposition pathways. While we have no information
on the mixing enthalpy, we can estimate the ideal mixing
entropy, which for a 50:50 solid solution of cations or anions is
1.7 kJ/mol at 298 K. Considering the small Gibbs energy of
formation of the halide perovskites (Table 1), the tiny value of
the mixing entropy may still provide a perceptible contribution
to the intrinsic stability. As discussed in detail just below, this
stabilization is indeed experimentally observed.
Cationic mixtures typically feature a combination of MA and

FA (formamidinium) cations, occasionally with the addition of
inorganic Cs or Rb.84 Usually, these quadruple cation mixtures
are reported to be more stable than pure MAPbI3; however, it
is likely that this does not stem from their different chemistry
but rather from the lack of phase homogeneity (perovskite
surface passivated by a secondary phase).85 Single-phase
mixtures of MA and FA (as well as pure FAPbI3) show
enhanced stability under device operating conditions, and this
may be due not only to the mixing free energy but also to the
lower tendency toward deprotonation of FA with respect to

MA.51 This would be particularly relevant for the degradation
pathways of eq 2 (intrinsic degradation releasing CH3NH2)
and eq 4 (oxygen degradation). It is not yet known whether a
selective deprotonation process would be of significance for
these cationic mixtures. Unfortunately, no further conclusions
can be drawn due to the lack of thermodynamic data on
FAPbI3.
As far as anionic mixtures are concerned, these are

composed primarily of I and Br and also show enhanced
stability with respect to the pure iodide. Considering
formulations such as MAPb(Ix,Br1−x)3, the previous thermody-
namic considerations already show that pure MAPbBr3 is
expected to be more stable than its iodide counterpart toward
all temperature- or oxygen-induced decomposition mecha-
nisms. As the solid solution between MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3
seems to be completely miscible (all compositions can be
synthesized), it necessarily follows that mixtures with higher
bromine content will be the most stable configurations, both
with respect to the end components of the phase diagram and
also with respect to mixtures with higher iodine content. This
also explains why substitution by Br, even at relatively low
concentrations, in MAPbI3 improves its stability. Considering
their extrinsic degradation under oxygen, however, anionic
mixtures of I and Br appear unstable as they undergo a
selective oxidation of iodide ions yielding pure MAPbBr3.

55

Obviously the configurational mixing effect does not suffice to
stabilize the materials under such conditions.
A more interesting aspect of the anionic mixtures is their

tendency to reversibly separate under illumination,86 yielding
Br-rich and I-rich phases. Brivio et al.87 proposed a demixing
mechanism that relies on the presence of a miscibility gap in
the I−Br solid solution at room temperature and below. In this
picture, the light provides the energy needed to overcome the
kinetic barrier for solid-state diffusion through local heating,
resulting in the demixing. While this process can explain the
phase separation, it fails to account for the reversibility upon
turning off the light. Instead, the demixing process can be
straightforwardly explained in the framework of the light effects
on stoichiometry discussed previously.63 It is reasonable to
assume that light effects and the interaction between lattice
ions and electronic carriers will strongly differ in the case of I
or Br, and as such, illumination will introduce an asymmetric
situation leading to a light-induced miscibility gap. Upon
turning off the light, the situation can revert to the initial state,
with the phase-separated domains remixing due to the Gibbs
energy of mixing. Whether this phenomenon is sufficient to
explain the experimental demixing results has to be discussed
in more details (a more thorough account is presently being
prepared).88

In conclusion, we can state that, from a thermodynamics
point of view, the extrinsic degradation vs water and/or oxygen
appears to be most severe. Nonetheless, practical strategies
exist to avoid contact between the hybrid halide perovskites
and the degrading agents. For example, encapsulation has been
proved effective, as well as the use of passivation layers
composed of oxides or of hydrophobic molecules. 2D
perovskites appear also suitable in passivating their 3D
counterpart in 2D/3D composites.89 More worrisome are
the intrinsic instability and the photoinstability, which are
hardly avoidable in devices under operation. Encapsulation
could potentially help in both cases by preventing the loss of
gaseous constituents due to the buildup of a component partial
pressure. However, the formation of high-pressure gaseous
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bubbles underneath of the encapsulation layer due to
perovskite decomposition has already been observed (albeit
under high bias)90 and should therefore be taken into account.
Another issue is that in devices the electron- and/or hole-
transport materials may incorporate (or react with) the
components lost by the perovskite.56,67−70 This could prevent
the buildup of a significant component partial pressure, thus
reducing the usefulness of the encapsulation. In addition, such
occurrence could irreversibly decrease the charge extraction
and/or charge transport properties of the transport materials,
hence affecting cell performance. It must also be noticed that
all of the considerations given in this contribution are based on
the bulk properties of hybrid halide perovskites. We can
however expect that higher dimensional defects (grain
boundaries, dislocations, etc.) will also play an important
role, especially in the degradation kinetics, and that these
might contribute in the direction of a faster decomposition.
The same can be said for any substantial electrical stress that
the halide perovskites is subjected to. On the basis of these
considerations, it would appear that there is no simple solution
for these severe stability problems. Considering new perovskite
formulations, exploiting lower dimensionalities, protective
layers, and alternative contact phases, as well as finding ways
to slow down the degradation kinetics by appropriate doping
may bring us closer to the stability goals necessary for
commercialization. Given the severity of these decomposition
processes, however, it would not be surprising if a combination
of all of these approaches will ultimately be required.
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